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Project Summary
Project:

220702 Popes Head

Number of photos:

170

Ground coverage:

1058.6 square meters

Average ground resolution:

2.4094 mm/pixel

Scale:

1:7

Camera model(s):

Hasselblad L1D-20c

Processing date:

7/2/2022 3:28 PM

Processing time:

22min 46s

Quality Overview
Dataset:

170 of 170 photos calibrated (100%)

Keypoints:

Median of 48210 keypoints per image

Tie points:

88023 points, with a median of 3334 points per photo.

Reprojection error (RMS):

0.38 pixels

Positioning / scaling:

Georeferenced using photo metadata, not using control point

Camera Calibration
Hasselblad L1D-20c 10.26mm 5472x3648
Name:

Hasselblad L1D-20c

Model type:

Perspective

Image dimensions:

5472x3648 pixels

Sensor size:

13.2 mm

Number of photos:

85

Calibration Results

Focal
Length
[mm]

Focal
Length
Equivalent
35 mm
[mm]

Principal
Point X
[pixels]

Principal
Point Y
[pixels]

K1

K2

K3

P1

P2

Previous
Values

10.4877

28.6028

2713.77

1746.49

-0.0160525

0.0257427

-0.0280151

-0.00131033

0.000998429

Optimized
Values

10.5214

28.6949

2748.67

1739.57

0.004335

0.00152909

-0.00550794

0.00097626

-0.00320695

Di erence
Previous /
Optimized

0.0337

0.0921

34.90

-6.92

0.0203875

-0.0242136

0.0225072

0.00228659

-0.00420538

Distortion Grid

Camera Lens Distortion: Gray lines represent the zero distortion grid, and blue lines represent the real camera values.

Hasselblad L1D-20c 10.26mm 5472x3648
Name:

Hasselblad L1D-20c

Model type:

Perspective

Image dimensions:

5472x3648 pixels

Sensor size:

13.2 mm

Number of photos:

85

Calibration Results
Focal
Length
[mm]

Focal
Length
Equivalent

Principal
Point X
[pixels]

Principal
Point Y
[pixels]

K1

K2

K3

P1

P2

35 mm
[mm]
Previous
Values

10.4877

28.6028

2713.77

1746.49

-0.0160525

0.0257427

-0.0280151

-0.00131033

0.000998429

Optimized
Values

10.4191

28.4156

2737.39

1776.97

0.00394093

4.56863e05

-0.00252346

1.07442e-05

-0.00303924

Di erence
Previous /
Optimized

-0.0686

-0.1872

23.62

30.48

0.0199934

-0.025697

0.0254916

0.00132107

-0.00403767

Distortion Grid

Camera Lens Distortion: Gray lines represent the zero distortion grid, and blue lines represent the real camera values.

Photo Positions
Photo Position Uncertainties

Position Uncertainties: Top view (XY plane), side view (ZY plane) and front view (XZ plane) of computed photo positions (black dots).
Blue ellipses indicate the position uncertainty, scaled for readability. The minimum and maximum values, as well as the average value,
can be found in the table below.

Position Uncertainties
X [meters]

Y [meters]

Z [meters]

Minimum

0.00006

0.00006

0.00009

Mean

0.00013

0.00012

0.00015

Maximum

0.00019

0.00021

0.00021

For more information on individual photos, please refer to the Photos Report.

Distance to Input Positions

Position Distance to Metadata: Top view (XY plane), side view (ZY plane) and front view (XZ plane), with arrows indicating the o set
between the metadata positions and the computed photo positions; all arrows start from the metadata positions and point toward
the computed positions. Gray points indicate uncalibrated photos that have metadata. Pink points indicate calibrated photos that
have no metadata.
The values are in meters, with a minimum distance of 0.21489 meters and a maximum of 1.73276 meters. The median position
distance equals 0.61218 meters.

Scene Coverage

Number of photos seeing the scene: Top view (XY plane) display of the scene, with colors indicating the number of photos that
potentially see each area.

Photo Matching
Quality Measures on Tie Points
Generated Tie Points
Number
of Points

Median Number of
Photos per Point

Median Number of
Points per Photo

Median Reprojection
Error [pixels]

RMS of Reprojection
Error [pixels]

RMS of Distances to
Rays [meters]

88023

4

3334

0.25

0.38

0.01602

For more information on individual photos, please refer to the Photos Report.

Tie Point Position Uncertainties

Position Uncertainties: Top view (XY plane), side view (ZY plane) and front view (XZ plane) displays of all tie points, with colors
representing uncertainty in the individual point position. The values are in meters, with a minimum uncertainty of 0.00022 meters and
a maximum of 0.54466 meters. The median position uncertainty equals 0.01087 meters.

Number of Photos Observing the Tie Points

Number of Observations per Tie Point: Top view (XY plane), side view (ZY plane) and front view (XZ plane) displays of all tie points, with
colors representing the number of photos that have been used to de ne each point. The minimum number of photos per tie point is 3
and the maximum is 136. The average number of photos observing a tie point is 6.

Reprojection Error

Reprojection Errors per Tie Point: Top view (XY plane), side view (ZY plane) and front view (XZ plane) displays of all tie points, with
colors representing the reprojection error in pixels. The minimum reprojection error is 0.00 pixels and the maximum is 1.85 pixels.
The average reprojection error is 0.31 pixels.

Tie Point Resolution

Resolution: Top view (XY plane), side view (ZY plane) and front view (XZ plane) displays of all tie points, with colors representing
resolution in the individual point position. The values are in meters/pixel, with a minimum resolution of 0.00085 meters/pixel and a
maximum of 0.01965 meters/pixel. The median resolution equals 0.00246 meters/pixel.

Surveys
No survey points available.

